
Model No. Dimensions Weight Dog age Size:Medium Material

22285 Dia12.7 x 8 cm 200g Puppy,Adult For Dogs 15-35 lbs Natural Rubber
At Heao Group, we are honored to be the top one-stop engaging rubber chew toy manufacturer in China, dedicated 
to fulfilling all your canine toy requirements.This toy is an innovative and interactive dog toy that cleverly combines 
the durability of natural rubber with the engaging texture of rope, providing your furry friend with a captivating 
playtime experience.

Design and Construction:
The engaging chew toy features an oval-shaped 
natural rubber ball, designed for optimal grip and 
durability during play. Through the center of the 
rubber ball, a strong and sturdy rope is threaded, 
forming the body of this exciting toy. The rope is 
securely attached to the rubber ball, ensuring it can 
withstand tugging and pulling.
 
Treat Dispensing Feature:
The rubber ball at the core of the rubber chew toy has 
holes at both ends, making it perfect for treat 
dispensing. You can easily stuff the ball with your 
dog's favorite treats or kibble. As your dog plays with 
the toy, the treats inside the ball will be gradually 
released through the holes, creating a rewarding and 
engaging playtime experience that keeps them coming 
back for more.
 
Interactive Tug-of-War Play:
The combination of natural rubber and rope allows for 
versatile play options, including interactive tug-of-war 
sessions between you and your dog. The rope handle 
provides an excellent grip for both you and your pet, 
promoting bonding and strengthening the human-dog 
relationship.
 
Dental Health Benefits:
As your dog chews and tugs on the toy, the texture of 
the rope acts as a natural dental floss, helping to clean 
their teeth and massage their gums. This aids in 
promoting better oral health and reducing plaque 
buildup.
 
Stimulation and Physical Exercise:
The interactive nature of the engaging toy stimulates 
your dog's mind and senses, keeping them mentally 
engaged and physically active. The combination of 
tugging and treat-dispensing offers a dynamic and 
rewarding playtime for your furry companion.

 
 

 

More style is coming soon...

Safe and Durable Materials:
The rubber toy is made from non-toxic natural rubber and 
sturdy rope, ensuring the safety of your pet during play. 
The high-quality materials make this toy durable and 
resilient, withstanding rigorous play sessions and lasting 
for a long time.
 
Perfect for Fetch and Retrieval:
The dog chew toy's oval-shaped rubber ball allows for 
easy throwing and fetching. You can toss it across the yard 
or park, and the combination of rubber and rope makes it 
easy for your dog to retrieve.
 
The engaging dog rubber chew toy is a fantastic 
combination of rubber and rope, providing your dog with 
hours of interactive play, dental health benefits, and treat-
dispensing excitement. Treat your furry friend to this 
versatile and engaging toy, and watch as they stay 
captivated and entertained during playtime!
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